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QUESTION 1

How do you modify Kernel Parameters to meet the minimum requirements for Oracle RAC? (Select all that Apply) 

A. Pre-Oracle RAC 11g Release 2 manually changing the kernel Parameters is required to meet Oracle RAC minimum
requirements. 

B. With Oracle Grid Infrastructure / Oracle RAC 11g Release 2 fixup-scripts (CVU generated) can be used to set the
appropriate kernel Parameters. 

C. The Oracle Enterprise Manager can be used to modify kernel Parameters before the Installation of the Oracle RAC
stack. 

D. You do not need to change any Kernel Parameters for an Oracle RAC installation. 

Correct Answer: AB 

A: In Pre-Oracle RAC 11g Release 2 we did manually changed the kernel Parameters to meet Oracle RAC mini- mum
requirements 

B: With Oracle Clusterware 11g release 2, Oracle Universal Installer (OUI) detects when the minimum require- ments
for an installation are not met, and creates shell scripts, called fixup scripts, to finish incomplete system con- figuration
steps. If OUI detects an incomplete task, then it generates fixup scripts (runfixup.sh). You can run the fixup script after
you click the Fix and Check Again Button. 

You also can have CVU generate fixup scripts before installation. Reference: Installation Fixup Scripts 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true regarding the functionality of the remap command in ASMCMD? 

A. It repairs blocks by always reading them from the mirror copy and writing them to the original location. 

B. It repairs blocks that have read disk I/O errors. 

C. It checks whether the alias metadata directory and the- file directory are linked correctly. 

D. It reads the blocks from a good copy of an ASM mirror and rewrites them to an alternate location on disk if the blocks
on the original location cannot be read properly. 

Correct Answer: BD 

*

 remap Purpose Marks a range of blocks as unusable on the disk and relocates any data allocated in that range. 

*

 remap Command 

The remap command only relocates blocks. It does not correct or repair blocks that contain corrupted contents. The
command uses a physical block size based on the disk group attribute. SECTOR_SIZE Purpose Repairs a range of
physical blocks on a disk. The remap command only repairs blocks that have read disk I/O errors. It does not repair
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blocks that contain corrupted contents, whether or not those blocks can be read. The command assumes 

a physical block size of 512 bytes and supports all allocation unit sizes (1 to 64 MB). 

 

QUESTION 3

You are setting up IP addresses for your Oracle Clusterware-based cluster. Which two types of IP addresses should be
registered with DNS? 

A. Public IP address 

B. Private IP address 

C. VIP address 

D. Storage IP address 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: Oracle Clusterware Administration and Deployment Guide 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements about mounting ASM cluster file systems are true? 

A. You can mount ACFS volumes with Oracle Enterprise Manager. 

B. You can mount ACFS volumes on Windows platforms by using the acfsmountvol command. 

C. You can mount ACFS volumes with the ASMCMD utility. 

D. You can mount an ACFS volume with the standard Linux/UNIX mount command (only if the ACFS type is specified). 

E. You cannot mount an ACFS volume with ASMCA. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

A: Log in to OEM, scroll to the bottom of the home page, then click on one of the ASM instances listed. On the resulting
ASM screen, click on the "ASM Cluster File System" tab. You are then presented with the following screen. Click the 

"Create" button. 

Click the "Create ASM Volume" button. 

Enter the Volume Name and Size and click the "OK" button. Wait for the volume to be created. 

B, D: Mount the file system with the Oracle ACFS mount command. You can mount a file system before or after
registering the file system. If the file system has been registered, you can wait for the file system to be mounted
automatically. 

For example: 

# /bin/mount -t acfs /dev/asm/volume1-123 /u01/app/acfsmounts/myacfs See "mount" (Linux or UNIX) or "acfsmountvol"
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(Windows). The root privilege is required run the mount command and the Windows Administrator privilege is required
to run the acfsmountvol command. 

Note: 

*

 Oracle ASM Cluster File System (ACFS) is a general purpose cluster file system implemented as part of ASM. 

*

 ASM Configuration Assistant (ASMCA), 

Incorrect: 

Not E: Probably the easiest interface to use is the ASM Configuration Assistant (ASMCA), but Enterprise Manager does
allow you to see all the commands being run to perform each task. The easiest way to learn how to use the command 

line utilities is to use Enterprise Manager and click the "Show Command" button each step of the way. 

Reference: Accessing an Oracle ACFS File System on a Different Node in the Cluster 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements about ASM paths and file names are correct? 

A. Absolute paths must begin from the root directory of the server. 

B. Relative paths start from the Grid Infrastructure home directory. 

C. When an Oracle ASM file is created with an alias file name, you can access the file with either name. 

D. Absolute paths can access a file or directory regardless of the current directory. 

Correct Answer: CD 

C: Alias names, or aliases, are intended to provide a more user-friendly means of referring to Oracle ASM files, rather
than using the system-generated filenames. 

You can create an alias for a file when you create it in the database, or you can add an alias to an existing file using the
ADD ALIAS clause of the ALTER DISKGROUP statement. You can create an alias in any system-generated or user-
created Oracle ASM directory. An alias must include the disk group name; you cannot create an alias at the root level
(+). 
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